Effects of cell signaling on the development of GABA receptors in chick retina neurons.
R-cognin, a cell recognition molecule, and insulin are known to play significant roles in GABAergic differentiation in the developing chick retina. In the present study, the effects of insulin and R-cognin on post-synaptic (GABAceptive) differentiation were investigated. In ovo binding of [3H]GABA and [3H]flunitrazepam ([3H]Flu) to the GABA and benzodiazepine (BZD) receptors, respectively, remained at low levels during early embryogenesis but increased sharply from mid-embryogenesis through hatching, increases which also occur in cultured neurons from early-embryonic (E7) and mid-embryonic (E11) chick retina. E7 neurons respond to insulin treatment (100 ng/ml) with increased [3H]Flu binding but no change in [3H]GABA binding. Cognin antibody (10 micrograms/ml) treatment of E7 neurons caused no significant inhibition of the developmental increases in binding of either radioligand. Insulin in E11 cultures led to greater developmental increases in binding sites for both radioligands, but exposure to cognin antibody was without significant effect. These data, along with previous studies, indicate that GABAergic differentiation in developing chick retina is regulated, in part, by insulin and cognin-mediated cell signaling. Insulin also regulates post-synaptic (GABAceptive) differentiation whereas cognin-mediated interactions are relatively insignificant.